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Oops again

Worker drug Pile driver crushes
pipe,
use unproved
leaves halls high and dry

By Jeff Goolarte
Daily staff writer
Allegations made last semester
that several Spartan Shops Services
employees were using cocaine remain unsubstantiated, according to
University Police Chief Lew
Schatz.
Three officers. who were assigned to the case after letters were
mailed alleging cocaine use by specific Spartan Shops employees,
have been investigating the case
since December. Schatz said.
He added that the investigators
determined that the person signing
one of the letters "doesn’t exist."
"The letter was fictitious." he said
Tuesday.
Last semester. Ed Zan!, general manager of Spartan Shops, received two letters alleging that between eight and II employees were
abusing cocaine. The first letter was
anonymous. The second identified
the author as SJSU student Beverly
Johnson.
At that time, a clerk from the
Admissions and Records Office
said the name "Beverly Johnson"
did not appear on active or inactive
student files. Zant said in December

Water flows,
not in dorms

FA Zant
. . Spartan Shops manager
Johnson was not a lormer or present
Spartan Shops employee.
The UPI) investigation followed up both letters, hut no current problem was identified. Schatz
said.
The letters, addressed to Zant,
noted that copies were sent to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton. University
Police and the Spartan Daily.
among others.
The matter was referred to
University Police Chief Lew
Dan
Buerger.
Schatz., said
See Ro(;s. hack page

Police will ticket
illegal crossers
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
University Police Chief Lew
Schatz realizes that the jaywalking on
San Carlos Street is a problem.
Schatz said his department will
do its best to handle the situation,
"Our officers will write tickets
when they see jaywalking and they are
not responding to a call.
"But, it will not he a high priority," Schatz said.
Students who are caught will he
issued citations, he said.
"We will treat it as a blatant law
violation and write a ticket comparable

to a car going through a red light,"
Schatz said.
But there is only so much that
UPD can do. Schatz said.
It would take too many officers to
control the increasing numbers of studentst; who are illegally crossing the
street, he said.
"I could commit all the officers
on one shift to writing citations,"
Schatz said. "But it would only solve
the problem for as long as we had a
uniformed officer there. As soon as
they left, the problem would continue."
See 1,1)14’.,11.KERS. ha( k pave

Project 88 drives
ahead with piles
By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Despite a few delays. construction of the Engineering Building is on
schedule for completion in fall of
1988. a campus official said.
Utility lines have been relocated
to accomodate the larger building,
Barbara Plum, design and construction
manager said. Phone, computer. electrical and steam lines also have been

relocated, she added.
"We needed to relocate lines for
the Engineering Building to provide
heat for it," Pima said.
Heat for buildings on campus
comes from the Central Plant Building
on Ninth and San Carlos streets. The
steam lines are used to transport heat
and hot water. Pluta said.
See PROJECT 88. ha, ANee

Paige Borgul and I inn Dunlap
Deity staff writers
Four residence halls and the Dining Commons were without water yesterday due to a broken water line at the
Rec Center construction site.
The pipe broke at 10:30 a.m.. but
residence hall toilets were flushing
again by 3:30 p.m., said Louise Marangolo, Facilities Development and
Operations desk representative.
"Thank goodness the water
wasn’t out for eight to ten hours like
they originally told us,- Willie
Brown, di rector of housing operations,
said.
The line reportedly broke When a
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center construction worker drove a
I 50-ton pile driver over a pipe located
about six feet underground, according
to Gary Barker, a construction worker
at the site.
In November. workers at the Rec
Center’s aquatic center construction
site broke a similar pipe. leaving Joe
West Hall residents without water for
over 24 hours.
"I’ve been working in construction 10 years: things like this happen."
Qayoumi,
director of facilities and
Mo
development. said. "I’m glad it didn’t
happen at 8 a.m. in the morning."
’The most important thing is to
have the knowledge of the construction area and the right people to minimize the inconvience.’’ he said.
Yesterday, water from the broken
pipe ran along the curb down Seventh
Street, clogging the sewer in front of
the Old Cafeteria, a construction
worker said.
To avoid hassles with students
crossing campus, two workers cleared
the drain and set up small bridges from
the curb to the street so people could
cross the small stream.
To fix the break, the problem first
had to be isolated -- in this case,
shutting off several different valves.
Qayoumi said. Digging down to the
broken pipe to assess the problem was
the next step, he said.
The pipe was fixed by using a
mechanical joint and a new piece (il
pipe. said Richard Harrison. a project
engineer for Roehellen Construction,
the company in charge of Rec Center
construction.
Craig Kohlruss Daily staff photographer
"This time we’re going to encase
wooden
planks
of
the
Student
oser
construction
water
pipe
broken
by
the water so students could make
A
hapnever
will
so
it
cement
in
the pipe
Union Recreation and Events Center caused partial their way across campus. The $20.1 million Rec Cenpen again." Harrison said.
Dorm residents remembered yes- flooding of Seventh Street yesterday.. $1 orkers placed ter is expected to be completed in 1988.
terday the difficulties they suffered
when the line was brol.en in Novem- water finally came hack im." she said. hut now we haw hi go without water. events arena on the north side of San
Carlos Street and an aquatic center di"Since it was a Sunday, we had to too.’
ber.
The $20 million Rec Center was rectly opposite
"It was a real inconvenience," wait until Monday afternoon for the
The pool is scheduled to open this
vote
in
1983.
The
student
relations
by
approved
’armors to clean it up."
Lisa Urso, a junior in public
"Not only do we have to put up project will include two separate facili- summer. The arena is slated for Sepliving in Joe West Hall, said.
a multi -purpose sports and tember 1088 completion
"The bathroom flooded when the with the noise rfroni the construction). ties

Founder of Outspoken
speaks out for funding
By Mishit Arnone
Daily staff writer
Although the Associated Students board
of directors decided against funding a student
political magazine, its founder will continue to
fight for her publication.
Marlene Blithe Godwin, president and
Founder of Outspoken, calls it a "liberal" magazine that will focus on social and domestic issues.
Al an A.S. meeting in December, the privately -funded campus newspaper Spartan Review debated Godwin on the propriety of using
student funds for her partisan magazine. The
hoard of directors voted I I -1 against Godwin’s
request for a one-time allocation of $1,000 to
produce the first issue.
Godwin claims the A.S. "ambushed" her
presentation by limiting her speaking time. She
said she believes conservative factions within
student government are ideologically opposed
to her self-proclaimed leftist magazine.
Annabelle Ladao, director of non-traditional minority affairs, called December’s dis-

cussion on Outspoken "lengthy," and said she
believes Godwin was given enough time to present a case for her magazine.
In addition, Godwin should have been
able to seek out private advertisers to fund her
publication which addresses a limited audience, Ladao said.
The Spartan Review, which she called a
"conservative" publication, serves a small
partisan audience and receives no A.S. funds.
Paul Romero, editor of the Spartan Review, said at December’s meeting, "if you
don’t agree with us, you can be sure we’re not
using your money to aggravate."
Godwin said this argument is unfair because it implies people have a "right to a (free
press) if they can pay for it."
She also said conservative publications
generally acquire more advertisement funds
than liberal ones.
A.S. President Tom Boothe, although unable to attend the A.S. meeting, referred to
funding Outspoken as opening "Pandora’s
See OUTSPOKEN. back page

Parking permits may replace quarters
at all SJSU garages by next semester
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Starting as early as the Ian it 191(7, all
SJSU students who wish to park in any of
the three campus garages may have to purchase permits.
Under a plan currently being investigated, students commuting to SJSU would
no longer pay a 75-cent fee. said Henry Orbach, manager of Parking and Traffic Operations.
Instead, commuters, like the dorm residents and night students do now, would
buy a one-time semester permit, he said.
The permit currently costs $33.75 per semester.

The plan would first have to he approved by President Gail Fullerton.
"I think the chances of that happening
are very high," Orhach said.
The main reason for such a plan would
he efficiency, Orbach said.
"We’d he doing it for the students,"
he said. "They’d simply he substituting a

permit for the 75 cents. It would speed
things up in the morning. And people
wouldn’t have to dig for change."
Current!). a student who attends
school four times a weik pays an estimated
$45 per semester and with the proposed permits students could save $I 1.25 per semester.
A student who attends school only
twice a week using the proposed parking
permit would he forced to pay $11.25 more
a semester if he or she wanted to park in the
garage.
"A student attending school our or
more times a week would save money,"
Orhach said. "For the student who would
he attending only twice a week, there would
he convenience."
Students who would buy the proposed
permits would not he guaranteed a parking
space, (Much said.
"The restrictions would he the same.
If the garage is closed we couldn’t let you
in." Orhach said.

’A student attending
school four or more times
a week would save
money. For the student
who would be attending
only twice a week, there
would be convenience.’
Henry Orbach,
parking and traffic manager
Orbach admits that the plan is not yet
perfect .
"We still have some details to work
out," he said. "And we’re working on it
We want to stream -line the system and
make it easier for everybody."
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Editorials

We need our full Miranda rights
APPARENTLY THE SUPREME COURT has
given into pressure by Attorney General Ed
Meese.
The court ruled this week in Colorado v. Spring that
the rights accorded you and I from the 1966 Miranda ruling are too broad.
Meese has been outspoken in his opposition to certain Miranda rights, and has even suggested that a suspect be considered guilty until proven innocent.
The majority opinion, written by Associate Justice
Powell. now allows police to detain and interrogate a
person without revealing the suspected crime. Police can
ask random questions, hoping to trip up a suspect, without a lawyer present.
Granted, the suspect isn’t obliged to answer without
an attorney present. hut the pressure of an interrogation

-

can be overwhelming. Without a specific line of questioning, and in the absence of a lawyer, police can trample all over our rights.
The opinion goes on to say that a suspect can waive
Fifth Amendment rights, without realizing it, and still be
interrogated legally. This will allow police to use deceptive methods during interrogations, which will mean
more false convictions.
We all want to get a better grip on crime, and keep
criminals off the streets, but doing away with basic rights
isn’t the answer.

I.

The 1901 Supreme Court had the Bill of Rights in
mind when it handed down Miranda. However. Meese’s
desire of narrowing our rights as citizens has rubbed off
I n the 1987 court. and we. as citiiens. are the victims

ivariaa
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Porn shops deserve subsidies also
San Jose is like the ti -year -old in high heel, and lip
stick. It’s so busy growing up it’s not taking the time to ma
lure.
The city of San Jose has offered downtown merchants
devastated from the effects of the transit mall construction
$810,000 worth of subsidies. To receive these subsidies,
merchants must apply to the redevelopment agency, but
final say is reserved to San Jose City Council. Although no
money has yet been doled out, the subsidy program has already come under fire from several quarters.
One issue is whether certain adult businesses are entitled to subsidies.
Porno bookshops and movie theaters are street-front
y dependent on
foot traffic. They meet the same
Viewpoint
criteria as any other downtown
business.
The problem has revolved around exactly who is entimoney.
What
businesses
can he said to have suftled to the
fered from the loss of street traffic because of the craters,
congestion and lack of parking facilities? Can an accountant
on the second lThor of the Dohnnann building make a case
kw a rent subsidy? Are travel agents on street level dependent on foot traffic? Has the Oasis Shop and Arcade been
dealt a mortal blow?
While it may be difficult for merchants to prove financial losses directly attributable to downtown’s post World
; War II -look, some criteria must he arrived at and some semblance of fairness achieved. Whatever else a legitimate
business might he asked to prove to the council, ii should
not, at the sameaime. have to defend its right to existence.
However, this is exactly the burden Mayor Tom McEnery
and Councilwoman Lu Ryden have placed on the Pussycat
Theater, the Pink Cat Theater and the Oasis Sex Shop and
Arcade which recently applied for $2,500 per month in subsidies.
Ryden has said, "They will not get one red cent . . .
no way would I subsidize a sex shop. They can call it
censorship or whatever they want."
What it’s called is discrimination. And McEnery,
equally as adamant, has stated, "they will get exactly what
they deserve." The purpose of the subsidy program is to
help businesses survive, not to give politicians the opportunity to kill off businesses they find personally offensive.

’uffrXikvr
AMERICA:5 CLIP

Stephanie M.
Nichols

These businesses are legitimate businesses operating
completely within the laws of the city, county and state.
Until the laws are changed these businessmen enjoy equal
protection under the law. Even the backdoor route which
McEnery and Councilwoman Susan Hammer have proposed, the re -zoning of the area to exclude these businesses,
would still give these businesses two years to relocate. For
those two years these businesses have the right to any and
all assistance being made available to other adversely -affected downtown merchants.
No doubt McEnery. Ryden and Hammer arc mindful
of their constituencies, hut what is supposed to set this
country apart is freedom from the tyranny of the majority.
These politicians would balk at any suggestion that an individual be accorded treatment based on sex, race, religion.
age or sexual iwientation.
San Jose’s politicians continually talk of the dream of a
vital downtown, a downtown with movies, theatres, concert
halls, convention centers and hotels. What is missing from
this vision is the red-light district. Any major city from Boston to Bangkok has its flesh strip. It’s part of the character
of a big city.
What these porno places peddle is not the issue and
using the subsidy process as a forum is inappropriate. Pornography and state subsidies may seem strange bedfellows.
hut until such time as the Santa Clara district attorney brings
an obscenity case against these businesses or prosecutes
under the Red Light Abatement Act and wins, the city council is obliged to deal with the porno shops and theaters like
any other downtown businesses. Otherwise, the city of San
Jose will leave itself open to a discrimination suit it will
lose.

Letters to the Editor
’Meet Club’ dissolves racism
Dear Editor,
’I hate them all!,.. she exclaimed. -Those Blacks.
Mexicans and slant -eyes are contaminating our pure American white race!’’
I was speechless. There I was waiting in line during
holiday shopping, and this little old lady started up a conversation with me by rattling off her vulgar prejudices.
This, along with some other more personal experiences, has
made me realize that racial prejudice is still alive, kicking
and terrorizing in 1987. People are still raised to dislike certain individuals based strictly on their race.
I can apprecine how various ethnic organizations on
campus are devoted exclusively to the betterment of their
respective cultures. However, such groups do contribute to
the prejudice problem. Ethnic cliques are created. I’m not
suggesting people not socialize with their own ethnic
groups. I’m just pointing out racial exclusiveness is a sign
of prejudice. and it’s very evident at SJSU.
Last semester, the Meet Club established itself as a refreshingly non-ethnic group open to anyone. Its specific objective is to mix the various heritages represented on campus. I regret I could not join because of other
commiuments. However. I feel it’s but one way to combat
racism. The solution to racial prejudice is awareness that it
does exist and for everyone to make an effort no: to contribute toil. The Meet Club is such an effort.
Racism is ugly and a symptom of an ill society. As
long as it thrives, it cripples everyone. I hope 1987 brings
death to this menacing racism which plagues our campus
and world.
Edwin R. Stafford
Senior
Marketing

Chronic eating disorders ruining modern women’s lives
Being Nan tciii.ulc shouldna he a curse. ;tor .htsuld it
mean a life-long struggle with food.
Yet for one out of five college women, compared to
one out of 20 men, eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa (self -starvation) and bulimia (the binge -purge syndrome) are destroying women’s chances for healthy and
productive lives.
When a woman tries to resolve problems in her self-development with starvation or hinging, food becomes a substitute for love and security.
Approximately 20 percent of college women are turning to food for security at the most
pivotal points in their lives, and no
one is immune. Supposedly, advancemenis in the women’s
movement have enabled women to enter the male-dominated business world. For those women who don’t have the
information they need to challenge the men’s voirld. there is
considerable confusion.
Eating disorders are a way l’or women to change their
bodies to appear more masculine and to lit the fashions
which require straight. thin bodies,
In the search for equality and identity some women are
trying to escape themselves. Confusion should not go hand
in hand with being female.
On the other hand we are told through advertising, tradition and families that we can he businesslike hut we better
know how to behave in the bedroom.

Commentary

Deborah G.
Guadan

Wearing pink frills. fluttering the e)es and being a
homemaker are all considered proper attributes for women
by sonic people.
Dressing in suits, asking a man for a date and climbing
the corporate ladder are 1117:0 considered proper by some.
With all these messages that classify and stereotype,
it’s no wonder women don’t want to look like women any more.
Unfortunately. changing the shape of your body will
not erase the confusion or choices you may confront. You
can change the external but sooner or later the problems
within will arise.
If you think the problem only occurs at other colleges
you better think again. SJSU’s Counseling Services offers a
weekly counseling and support group that focuses on food.
The group is designed to look at compulsive behaviors

and teaches women how to support one another.
It seems rather bizarre that women need to he taught to
support each other. The search for power in the male.
oriented world has made women enemies instead of friends.
One of the most crucial elements in the search for identity seems to he the need for power. If you feel powerless in
your life sooner or later you want to he in control. Women
with eating disorders turn powerlessness in other puns of
their lives into v isihle power when they maintain a certain
weight.
Despite the chances of permanent health problems the
rate of women who develop eating disorders is steadily increasing. Irregular menstrual periods, throat hleeding, possible infertility . kidney damage, ulcers and anemia are only
a few problems that may appear.
We are taught so much -- yet the most crucial elements like self-worth, confidence, and communication are
forgotten. Before we learn how to acquire the best house or
the most expensive car maybe we should teach both women
and men that the world’s greatest asset is human life.
By starving or purging the body a woman tries to escape the decisions that go along with being female. In her
own way she is defying the stereotypes because a Nab, that
weighs only two-thirds its normal weight looks neither male
nor female, but like a skeleton.
Yes, death is inevitable for all of us. But death should
come after happiness, love and achie,ement, not because
being born female is too tough.
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The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level. Phone
numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Rentel Ilan, or at the information
center in the Student I nion.
the Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
Editorials, which appear in the upper left corner
of the page. are the opinions of the Spartan Daily Editorial Hoard.
Vleekly columns and columns appearing on a rotating basis are written by Daily editors and reflect
their individual opinions.
Pieces labeled I ’,caporal are written by Daily
staff writers and are also opinions of the individual.
The forum page will periodically feature opinions written by active members of the university Community, and will appear under the heading l’onmui
rutty Perspective.
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Dan
Kier

Professors under siege
Instructors in the California State University system are under siege. They are working without a
contract and Gov. Deukmejian’s higher education
budget for fiscal year 1988 cuts out instructor’s benefits and pay increases.
The governor’s new budget includes a 3-percent
wage increase for instructors instead of the expected
7 -percent increase. The 7 -percent increase would have
been compatible wages in other state university systems. The new budget will also completely eliminate
merit pia ior instructors.
11 this proposed higher education hill is passed by
the state Assembly, it will have a dire effect on the
quality of teaching in the CSU system. This propoposed pay is a good 4 to 5 percent lower than wages
payed to instructors in other state university systems.
It will he virtually impossible for the CSU system
to attract new instructors if this pitiful pay increase is
passed. Many talented new instructors will not even
consider teaching in the CSU system if the pay for instructors in California is much lower than instructors
in another state. This is not to mention the disastrous
effect the low pay will have on the morale of present
CSU instructors.
if the proposed budget cuts are not enough to
Ascause our present instructors grief and deter future instructors from coming to SJSU. the present contract talks have reached a stalemate.
The faculty memhers in the San Jose State instructor’s union. the California Faculty Association,
have been working with representitives from the CSU
system to reach a contract that is agreeable to both
sides. Mediation broke down in December with neither side agreeing to a new contract.
Because of the stalemate, a fact finder has been
requested to determine what the facts are in the case
and to make recommendations for the new contract.
Local members of the CFA are meeting today to discuss the candidates for a neutral fact finder and what
little progress that has been made.
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds is trying to
ignore the union, claiming they do not represent the
faculty of the CSU system, yet the local chapter represents more than 50 percent of the tenured faculty on
our campus. The union was established to protect the
rights and wages of the instructors in the state system,
and this attempt to undermine the union is ignoring the
wishes of more than half the tenured faculty on our
campus and throughout the CSU system.
There are many points that the CFA and CSU officials are disagreeing about, but there are six main issues gained in collective bargaining in earlier years
that the chancellor wants to take away from the union.
The instructors are in danger of losing binding arbitration of faculty grievances, a full faculty early retirement program, faculty control of mcrit bonuses, job
security rights for lecturers, a non-discrimination contractual clause and the separation of rank from salary.
Instructors working without a contract are in a
precarious situation. If an agreement is not reached
soon, possible direct teacher action could result, said
Ed Purcell, general manager of the CFA. Direct actions could mean a teacher strike. If a strike does happen it will probably he a one day walkout as a show of
strength for the CFA.
William Tidwell, chairman of the CFA political
action committee, said direct teacher action could
mean union members will refuse to serve on any of the
many committees instructors are required to sit on.
Whatever happens, the instructors need support
from the student body. If you, as a student, are concerned with the quality of education in the CSU system. you might want 10 write a letter to the chanczllor,
or our state legislators and let them know you are concerned with the grave situation that the CSI., system
and our instructors are in.
Dan Kier is assistant editor of the Forum page
and is considering teaching in the CSU system after
graduation from SJSlr.
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Transit mall begins with artwork committee
By Hans Ingebretsen
The ordinance designates sculpDaily stall writer
tures, monuments, murals, mosaics,
is
in
my
my
taste
’All
Art students: grab your brushes
decorations, inscriptions, and banand chisels and cast your eyes toward mouth. I’d like to get
ners as public art items.
the downtown transit mall.
David Allen. a line arts specialThe Downtown San Jose Transit some ’just plain folks’
ist for the city of San Jose, said the
Mall Board of Control met Tuesday
city will probably play the role of
to begin choosing an artwork se- in on this thing so the
"an guardian," placing city adminislection committee to create "the
trators in charge of artwork maintein
gets
general
public
look" for downtown San Jose’s trannance.
sit renovation.
Financial aid to the merchants
on it.’
The committee will work with a
affected by the construction is forthLofgren, coming, said Dan McFadden, a repZoe
%MOE budget for artwork on the
project, said Michael Sartor, transit Santa Clara Board of Supervisors
resentative for the Redevelopment
mall project manager.
Agency.
The board proposed a four- to
Contracts should be signed by
seven -member committee that will be Transit District, will he between First Feb. 6, and the checks should he
staffed with an art professional and a and Second streets, hounded by East ready by Feb. 13. he said.
working artist, as well as representa- St. James and San Carlos streets.
Work on the mall should he
tives from the San Jose Urban Design
A mall extension is proposed to completed later this year. Sartor said.
Review Board and the Fine Arts reach one block from East St. James
Lorgren suggested that the conCommision.
Street to Devine Street.
Sartor said members of the
The mall will be the central huh struction schedule could he accelerated
by closing First Street during
hoard of control should he included in of the Santa Clara County Transporthe committee as well.
tation Agency’s 20-mile Guadalupe construction.
"Access is sopoor with one lane
Zoe Lorgren. a member of the Corridor light rail system, which will
hoard of control and the Santa Clara run from southern San Jose near In- open," she said.
County Board of Supervisors, ag- ternational Business Machines to
"We are fast -tracking the schedreed.
Great America in the North.
ule as it is. We have to provide access
cars
and
pedes’All my taste is in my mouth.
Buses, trolleys,
for emergency vehicles and delivery
I’d like to get some ’just plain folks’ trians will share the mall.
vehicles," Sartor said.
in on this thing so the general public
A memo sent to Senor from Fine
Sixty-three percent of the calgets in on it," Lofgren said.
Arts Director Bert Gerliti stated the endar days atoned for the project
Building plans indicate that the artwork to he selected will he subject have elapsed with work currently four
$39 million mall, a joint project of the to a San Jose ordinance governing days behind the proposed schedule,
he said.
city and the Santa Clara County Iran- public art.
tin SS
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A newly-formed committee will find artoork to decorate the downtown Transit Mall, ohich is under

construction along First and Second streets. he.
tween St. James and San Carlos streets.

Photos By
Bret J. Polvorosa

Workers smooth the way through mud and clay for
the light rail system at the site of the future doss n-

town Transit N1.111. The rails will run from North
San Jose to the k I maden Valley by the end of 1988.

Spartaguide
The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society will hold its first meeting
of the semester from 11:30 a.m. to I
!p.m. today and tomorrow in Faculty
Offices Room 104. Call Kim Apathy
at 293-6491 for information.

Raghavan at 443-1733 for ’ninon&
lion.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will hold its first weekly meeting and
brown -bag lunch from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
The Indian Student Association Costanoan Room.
will hold a general meeting today at
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. in the Student
The Campus Crusade for Christ
Union Costanoan Room. Call Ravi will sponsor a free 50-foot banana split
eating social from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
tonight in the Student Union Umunhum Room. Call Tim Dowell at 277Spartan Daily
8812 or Dan Ryder at 294-4249 for inServing the San Jose Stale
formation.
University Community
The Community Committee for
Since 1934
International Studies will start English
(UCPS 509-480)
conversational groups today, and offer
two-hour daily sessions during the seSecond class postage punt at San Jose. Calimester. Call Muriel Andrews at 277fornia Member of California Newspaper
3690 for information
Publishers Association and the Associated
tics, Published daily Isy San Jose State
Cnisersity. during Me college year The
espressed in the paper YR 1101 neeessanly those ol the 1kpartmem of loam*.
lion and Mass Communications. the lino,enot) 1411111111,11110011 of any student Or
iacuiiyrirganiaalinn Mail StibWri1111011SlICceplcd on a remainder of semester basis.
Full academic year. SO Each semester.
575(1 (NT-camptis price per copy. 15
.ents. On-campus delivery paid for through
Associated Students al $ 51/ per participating ennilled student. Phone Fditonal 2771151 Advertising 277-3171 Printed by
Fncke-Parks Press
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Fellowship is hosting a special conference speaker, Joe Smith, 7:30 p.m tonight in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Kevin Smith at 978-1409
for information.
The &MU Tae Kwon Do club will
start club meetings and instructions for
all intersted students and faculty members from 7:15 to 8:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in Spartan Complex, Room 75. Call Mr. Choi at 2589800 for information.
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The Associated Students is hold
ing a hook exchange in front of the
Student Union, or if it rains, inside the
A.S. offices from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
until February 6. Call Helen at 277.
3201 for information.
The Fantasy and Strategy club is
taking applications for those interested
in joining and learning mental self-reliance, until February 27 in the Psy
chology Office, Dudley Moorehead
Hall, Room 157. Call Larry Machado
at 277-8212 for information.
Radio Attlan and KSJS will discuss sign-ups and hold a one -hour mini
dance with disc jockey from noon to I
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Upper Pad. Call Jesse Marquez or
Dave Yohn at 277-2766.

And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound
WLC #219
277-3120
277-2338
’Tutor college-bound students
once weekly on campus.

FOR All YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS

Dateline
Due to computer problems
at the Daily Wednesday, Associated Press wire stories were unavailable at press time.
Dateline will resume in its
regular spot tomorrow,

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT

SAN JOSE ART

SPECIAL
Standard Developing and Printing
C 41 Color Film Only

CI Hamilton
ipiC Hunter

00.010,
Cnossensen
Gay Editor
F,a0l Monael Russell
Now. Editor
Sue &yet.
Aimistent News Editor
Andy Bad
Forum Editor
Dan Wer
A.MeMnt Forum Editor

National

The Karate Club will hold workouts and take new members at 7 to 9
p.m. tonight in Spartan Complex,
Room 89. Call Loma at 262-3438 for
information.
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Disc, 110, 126, 135
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Spartans set for ’87 action
Bs ’stark Foyer
aft writer
Da,
With two games under its belt.
SJSU first -year baseball coach Sam Pi ran) sees bright spots. hut also sees
areas lor improvements tor the team.
One plus side has been the solid
play ot the &tense The keys are up
the middle ot the infield where Piraro
called both second baseman Chris Lasaca and shortstop Vince Lathan
steady
"Lasaca has goml hands and will
he able to get to any hall that is hit in
his direction." Piraro said. "I.athan
can make just about all the routine

it)

Robert Airoldi Daily stall photographer
S,ISI pitcher Dan 1rchibald deliver, a pitch in the
Spartans 2-1 s ictory os er Stanford on Friday . The

Spartans are 1.1 SU far this season and host Reno
Friday and Saturday in a three game series.

player in both seasons he played
Pierce. the Spartans’ starting center fielder. was an all-LXIC player in
his Ireshman year baiting ..340. HIS aserage slipped last year to .267. hut his
defense was good enough to earn (’ha hoes defensive player of the year.

chibald, who played tor Vitarii at Mission College (Santa Clara) last year, is

Like Pierce, the other two starting
outfielders played junior college baseball last year. Right fielder Rob
Thomas was an all -Camino Norte
Conference player for Santa Rosa Junior College. He hatted .286 and was
named Santa Rosa’s outstanding defensive player. Piraro said that
Thomas may he the Spartans’ hest allaround athlete.

Junior Al Bacosa could possibly
he the team’s third starter. Also a
right-hander. Bacosa had an excellent
fall. Piraro said.

control pitcher
hpiiacshecrontniand of his breaking pitches." Piraro said. "He shows
no emotion on the mound. He has
good poise "

who
PLI"BObbs Straight. a sc
played his junior college baseball at
Rick Anderson, an outfielder
battle
the
won
San Jose City College.
Burlington. Wash., should get
for the starting job at third base over from
in left for the Spartans.
junior Eric Nelson. In last year’s exhi- the starting nod
seasons at Yakima Valley
bition game with the Giants. Straight In his two
(Wash.) AnderCollege
Community
slapped a single oft (il Chuck Hensley
son hit .340.
"Both players did an outstanding
Rounding out the starting lineup
job at third tor us in winter," Piraro
said "I know that if Straight goes is first basemen Tom Huller. Huller
doss ii with an injwy. Nelson will do went to Butte College in Oroville and
was the Golden Valley Conterences
the job tor us at third base."
Nelson will he kept busy as the Most Valuable Player last year, batting
.383, .402 in GVC play.
starting designated hitter for the Spartans. Last year, he led Chabot College
Leading the Spartan pitching stall
in batting with a .118 average and 37 will he right-hander Anthony Telford.
runs hatted in. Nelson isn’t the only Piraro said Telford is considered by
ex -Chabot athlete playing for the Spar- some to he one ol the best pitchers on
tans. Catcher Rick Rayford and center the West Coast. In 1986 Telford was
tickler Rod Pierce also transferred 9-7 with a 3.82 ERA. In 129 innings.
Front the Hay ward JC
he struck out 142 hatters. That doesn’t
Ray lord, one ot the team’s two include the seven he struck out in
two
after
playing
SJSU
captains, joins
seven innings in last year’s exhibition
years as the Gladiators starting contest against the ()rants.
catcher He hit .282 NHL. committing
Right-hander Dan Achibald is
no errors behind the plate. Ray ford
w as .in I Golden Gate Conference also expected to he a starter Ar-

"Ilc has good stuff and throws
hard.’’ Piny() said. "Ile is apatite of
heating any team on any day."
Senior Matt McPeak is also expected to he a mailer McPeak was 3-3
last season with a 4 98 ERA
Mark Dover also hopes to he a
starter A murder lrom Gas ilan College (Gilroy I. he was 6-6 last year
after going 7-3 in his Freshman year.
Matt Christian. Frank (Muse/.
Jim Bow les and Jell Knoll w ill he in
huh
the
(pen. Christian saw Minted action last year appearing in two games
with no decisions. Gime/. w Ito also
pitched for Pinto) at Mission last year.
went 10-3 with a 2.63 ERA as a
starter.
"There us very little distance between our starters and our reserves,"
Piram said.
The only thing that Piraro is worried about is the lack of nil tense in the
Spartans’ Iasi two games. In those
games. SJSU scored onlv three runs.
We need to gel more punch in
our ollense,’’ Pirani said. "IASI year,
an as erage score in the PCAA was 96. I’m not sure that we can score six
runs. hut I hope that I’M IA nine "

SJSU basketball team looks for fourth straight win
By Das id Rai Iy
Daily stall writer
Forget the winning streak
Forget the record.
Forget the early season victory
over New Mexico State.
Forget it all.
Tonight, when the SJSU basketball team enters the Pan American
Center on the New Mexico State campus to play the host Aggies. it will not
he thinking about its three straight
wins, its second place standing or that
Jan. 5 victory.
Instead, its thoughts will be
turned toward blocking out the crowd.
7
Over the course of its 19 year
existence, that 13,(B1) seat arena has
preyed on many confident teams. In
fact. New Mexico State, over that period of time, has compiled a 210-57 record at home.
This season. New Mexico State is
2-0 in PCAA play and 7-2 overall at
home. And coming off of three consecutive road losses. the Aggies will
he looking Ti eel hack on track

Swim team
sinking in
red tape
By Das id Barry
Daily staff writer
At this point ot the 1986-87 season, the SJSU women’s swim team is
only 2-3.
But even that record is better than
its slate against bureaucracy.
Consider the following:
For the entire campaign. the
Spartan swimmers have only eight
meets In tact. after Saturday’s meet at
Pacific and Monday’s meet at Fresno
State. SJSU will travel to just the Salinas Invitational, bettor the PCAA finals at long Beach in late February-.
"The whole thing is a joke," seventh year coach Jack Mutimer said.
Die United Slide,. Swimming
Sssiis Litton, which is in charge of
making the schedules, have changed
them ’43’ times." he said jokingly.
"It’s had a domino effect. Everybody ’s schedule is the same way."
The Spartans. due to needing
their insurance renewed, were unable
to make their usual trip down to Southern Caldomia
lust one 01 those things that
happened... Slut imer said "It’s lust
like renewing a driver’s license. but
there was only one day I could do it."
+malty. the Spartans lost their
hest swimmer. Diana Garton, over the
break.
"She Ills1 qtiit WIT0411. She would
have had a good chance at placing at
the P(:AA championships." Mutimer
said.
But outside of those problems,
the Spartan swimmers have continued
to prepare with determination.
"The kids are where they belong," Mutimer said
The Spartans. whose last competition was a non -recorded meet against
Stanford, are led by .tunior Sharon
Muyskens, whose speciality is the
backstroke and Cane Brennan. who
usually swims in the intermediate
events.
"I really won’t know (how good
we are) until we go to the finals," he
said. "We haven’t received any times
from any of the other schools."

1

"It’s fun to play in," SJSU coach
Bill Berry said, who has guided the
Spartans to two consecutive victories
in the center but realizes its potential
for destruction.
"You get 13.000 screaming fans
in that atmosphere trying to make
things dill !cult. It’s a hostile env ironment.
’They have an excellent ’sixth
man’. It’s what college basketball is
all about."
Berry, though, will he hoping
that his Spartans will perform like they
have been in the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Playing in that familiar venue.
SJSU is 4-11 in PCAA play, intaiding
their 79-62 triumph over the Aggies in
early January
But on the road, where the Spartans will Ise lor the next three games,
SJSU is lust 1- 1 in league play.
"It’s important that we win on
the road." Berry said. "We’ve been
winning our conference games at
home. hut we has e to get some on the
-

road.’ ’
Tonight, the Spartans could move
toward improving that record by once
again stopping high -scoring tom aril

’It’s important that we
win on the road.
We’ve been winning
Our conference games
at home, but we have
to get some on the
road.’
Bill Berry,
5.151’ basketball coach
Kenny Tras is
Travis, who averaged 15.5 points
per game for the Aggies a year ago,
was held to just 10 points on Jan. 5.

I thought one of the keys to that
game was our defensive inside and
outside and especially on Kenny IraBerry saint
,
Travis. who got into early foul
trouble in that ganic, was just two of
six from the field.
Another key to that game, which
will play a large role in tonight’s contest, was the Spartans’ ollense Ricky
Berry led SJSU with 22 points
"I thought we started play mg real
well on offense in that game." Coach
Berry said. "Our timing and rhythm
were real good."
More important for the Spartans,
as they prepare to take on New Mexico
State, they are beginning to get a more
balanced oftensis e attack.
In Saturday’s 62-53 victory over
Cal -State Fullerton, Reggie Owens
had 16 points and Gerald Thomas had
11 points.
Meanwhile, the Spartans’ two
leading scorers. Berry and George
Puou, were held to 11 and 8 respe,
lively.

kinkoss

Outside of the crowd and Travis.
the Spartans biggest problem inay he
underestimating the Aggies.
With two sophomores and a
freshman starting. the Aggies’ 8-11
overall record and 2-6 PCAA slate can
he deceiving.
"They’re the type of team that
will have improved," Berry said
"Their team will he better than they
were a month ago,"
Especially, with 13,000 screaming fans.

Quality Kodak Copies
At Affordable Prices
Term Papers and Reports
Resumes
Theses
Handouts and Flyers

SELF-SERVE COPIERS AVAILABLE
Velo and Spiral Binding
Gold Stamping
Passport Photos
Self Serve Typewriters
Cassette Duplicating
Course Reading Packets

BASIC SPANISH

96A/I3 (3-3 units) VIDEOAUDIO Begin or review.
Practical conversation. No
lOrmal classes. Study in
310 S Third St
481 E San Carlos St
lab/home. Call: 277-2526. lk*4 across
from McDonald sl (between 1(11h & 11(111
295-5511
295-4336
Foreign Languages
M -F 7AM-9PM
OPEN
Sal 10AM6PM
24 HOURS
SH 219

GRAND OPENING
Two Free Airline Tickets
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.

40
offany 18K ring.
$30.
offany 14K ring.
APt

No Fee for our Service

Discount Airline Tickets
335 S. 11th Street
Spring Break Vacations
408-977-0799
Cruises & Tours
Special Student Deals
Fill out this form to enter our drawing (turn in forms at
our office 1 blk. from campus.)
Name
Address
City
Phone

SINGERS DANCERS INSTRUMENTALISTS
TECHNICIANS VARIETY PERFORMERS
Kings Productions, the world’s #1 producer of
live enteriainment, is holding auditions for the
spectacular 1987 season at GREAT AMERICA,
Santa Clara, California.
Pay is good and lobs ore plenty (we’ll even
provide one round trip airfare if you’re hired to
work at a pork over 250 miles from your home)
Moke your audition a show we can’t do without’
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Friday, February 6
Son Francisco State University, Creative Arts/Music Bldg. Knuth Hall
Singers 5 PM, Dancers 7 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, Technicians &
Wardrobe Personnel 5 7 PM
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Sunday, February 8
Great Americo, Grand Music Hall
Singers 11 2 PM, Dancers 3 - 4 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, Technicians &
Wardrobe Personnel 17 4 PM
addAKITNI w/lomwbon
GrINI Aram. EnOwtowww 0/Sce
Kong. hodwhom

?1i’=,0

offany 10K ring
For one week only, order and save on the gold rnig iif y lur choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative.
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406/91111.1900
800/544.5464

CAROWINDS
KINGS ISLAND
KINGS DOMINION
AMIRICA
GREAT
WONDERLAND
CANADA’S
AUSTRALIA S WONDERLAND i King. Produti.ons 191,
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Date: January 26th-30th
Place: Spartan Bookstore
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Time: 10-6 Deposit
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Campus fraternity campaign
works to raise funds for MS
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By Larry Aragon
Daily stall writer
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One of the newest SJSU fraternities has wasted no time in getting involved with campus activities.
Phi Gamma Delta, commonly
known as Fiji, and Delta Zeta, an
SJSU sorority, are taking pan in Students Against Multiple Sclerosis, a nationwide fund raising and awareness
program.
To mark the beginning of "Bust
MS Month," there will be a balloon
launch next Thursday at noon in the
Student Union Amphitheater, saidMitch Dean, Phi Gamma Delta president and chairman of the university’s
SAMS committee.
Balloons will he sold for SI and
MTV sweatshirts for $17. with all
money raised going to the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
The campus that raises the most
money for NMSS will he the site of a
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In addition to the charitable campaign, the fraternity is in search of a
permanent home.
Although it is still looking, the
fraternity hopes to have a home on
Sixth Street by next semester, because
it expects to double in site alter
spring, he said.
Phi Gamma Delta is considered a
colony at the moment hut is hoping to
become a chapter in one and a half
years. At the end of its probationary
Mitch Dean,
fraternity president period, the fraternity will he reviewed
by all of Phi Gamma Delta’s chapters.
After 38 years of trying, the frafeaMTV.
on
broadcast
to
he
concert
ternity was accepted by the Interfraterturing The Bangles, an all -female rock nit), Council at SJSU last semester, inband.
creasing the total
number ol
"The reason we’re campaigning fraternities on campus to 13.
is to get students to help themselves."
Phi Gamma Delta was founded in
Dean said. "This disease strikes peo- 1848 at Jefferson College in Pennsylple from 20 to 40 years old, and most vania. Since that time it has grown to
college students are in that age include 127 chapters in the U.S. and
bracket ’ ’
Canada with 80,000 active members.

’This disease strikes
people from 20 to 40years-old, and most
college students are in
that age bracket.’
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Good Clean Fun
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Members of the SJSU football team said they still object to the NCAA policy of drug testing for athletes for
drugs despite their compliance for the Cal Bowl. Urine samples were supplied by 22 Spartan starters and 14 players
chosen at random.
Coach Claude Gilbert said he also opposed the testing
because he didn’t think players should be singled out from
any other students. But he did say he favored it if he found
out a player was using drugs and he was able to get him
help.

The Taylor Cub monoplane, purchased by a group of
interested San Jose State college flyers, lay today in a
twisted mass as the result of a Sunday accident.
Russell Owens. 20-year-old State college sophomore,
cracked -up the ship against a foggy ridge near Livermore.
The young pilot escaped possible death and severe injuries, hut came out of the affair with only a battered nose
and minor face lacerations.

Highlights of Gov. George Duekmejian’s proposed
higher education budget for fiscal 1988 include a fee increase for students and a 3 percent raise for university professors.
The increase will be a reported Sr at all universities in
the CSU system.

Dig into the clothes closets and drag out those old
dresses, sweaters, trousers and other wearing apparel that is
taking up room. Bring your findings to school tomorrow
and contribute them to the clothes drive. Boxes will be
placed in front of the Morris Dailey Auditorium, Science
Building. Art Building and the Library arch. Bring all your
old clothing, for it will not only clean out that cluttered
closet hut will clothe some child running around in rags in
the war ravaged countries of Europe.
Here’s you chance girls, to date that boy youv’e got
your eye on! Bids go on sale today for the "Stetson
Stomp," girls -date dance sponsored by the Junior Calss.
A jeans-and -calico affair with a dude ranch thee, the
dance will be held in the Women’s gym Saturday night
Benny Glassman’s ochestra will play.

Termites forced the closure and fumigation of the
School of Social Work on Friday. Earlier this month, termite damage had been discovered by a student who accidentally put her high -heel shoe through a termite-infested part
of the floor.
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Instructors at SJSU and throughout the California State
University system continue to work despite not having a
contract since it expired on June 30. 1986.
Instructors are working under provisions of the pre. . . in 1954
vious contract, said Ed Purcell, general manager of the California Faculty Association. The CFA represents faculty of
Approximately 1,000 qualified new students desiring
the CSU system.
enrollment at San Jose State next fall may he turned away.
if the state legislature imposes a 6,0(X) student limit on the
Parking problems continued with the start of classes on enrollment through budgetary limitations. Dean of Students
Monday. Officials weren’t surprised when the lots closed J.H. West said.
shortly after 8 a.m., forcing many to circle the perimeter
streets looking for a space to park.
Henry Orbach. manager of parking and traffic opera. . . in 1985
tions. said the traffic was about the same as last semester.
With the sales success of Prince tickets on campus
Sports
Sunday, SJSU’s BASS ticket outlet may he in for more big
SJSU defeated fifth-ranked Stanford 2-1 in the 1987 events.The box office sold all 400 tickets it was alloted by I
season opener for the Spartans. Friday. Rick Anderson’s p.m., said Jean Lenart, A.S. business administrator.
Some students started waiting in line at 4:30 p.m. and
two-run double in the bottom of the first proved to he the
difference. The Cardinal defeated the Spartans three days by the time the doors opened at 8 a.m., there were about
130 people in line.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
II

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth..?..
Sod money too For information
and brochure see A S Offite or
call (408) 371-8811

AUTOMOTIVE
SIT TRUE YOU CAN buy Reps tor 144
through the U S government,
Or the /acts today, Call I 312
74/1142
63 112000 M X MA7ADA TRUCK Sspd am lm Sc. cmprbds, sun
Rack rblt ono 54500 by 365-0432
74 TOYOTA CEt ICA. good Iranspor
teflon Must sell 5900 of best
otter Marcie 976-6587
’BS SUZUKI GS550E Excellent cond
ml
Recently
serviced
1300
01900 Cali Rob days 9849421
eves 248-8413

69 VW PARTY BUS Looks greet.
rune. Sunroof bra. trendy mirrors
01700 288-5926, evenings Ask
for Russ

GREAT PART.TIME OPPORTUNITY
Gain experience and sem money
while working on Fortune 500
companies marketing programs
on campus’ Flexible hours ech
week Call 1-800421,540
PART & FUL L TIME retail help," N.for
Ilonal
tIrm
preparing
Christmas &
sernestet break
work If accepled. you will earn
011 75 starting, Pan lime (20)
earnings pet week equal 0185
Full time (140) earnings per we.
equel 0370 No experience Is
needed Demme* of our intenslvs
on the lob training program Good
math & reeding skills ore plus
Some eve & weekend positions
ars &veil S awns flexibility Is allow. during finel warns in eddi.
hon.

If

you

quality.

corporete
scholarships ere sward.. internehips ere possible. & you rimy
earn 7.14 credits per quarter or
semester During your wlnter,
summer
&
especially
spring
breaks, 1011 time work Is avail Coil
today for Into A an Infervtew or
call Mon Fri between 12(noon) &
4prn 275-9685 if the line Is Duey.
pies. be pettent & try again An
equal opportunity company

COMPUTERS
WE SEll IBM compatible computer
XT complete system for $570 AT
comptele system tor 01195 PC
COM. computer & accesones. 404
S 3rd St corner et San Salved,.
Wei accept W. or MC Call 7951806

FOR SALE
to
I6 271
PAPERS
RESEARCH
choo. horn ell submgcle Order
or
MC
Visa
with
today
catalog
COO Toll free hot One 800-351
0222. In Cain (213) 4T7-11226 or
rush *200 tO Research Assis07015
i... 11322 Idaho Ave
S44. toe Angel. Ca 90075 Custom monarch also avelleble- III
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Jaywalkers not a high priority for police
JAYWALKERS. from page I
Additionally, the construction
of the Rt.: Center has compounded
the problem. said Schatz.
The crews working on the Pee
Center have closed the Seventh
Street entrance Inim the school to
the crosswalk.
In its place, they have constructed a paved path that comes out
some L5 feet below the crosswalk.
Rather than walking up to the
crosswalk, students have been jaywalking across San Carlos Street.
We were aware that a problem would occur when construction
began." Schatz said. ’We verbally
requested to the city (San Jose) that
they should move the crosswalk and
the signal, hut they declined."
Schatz said the city declined
for two reasons.
"The first was that it would he
temporary," Schatz said, refening
to the fact that construction of the
Rec Center is scheduled to be completed in two years "The second is
that they felt that it would not improve the saleti "

Wayne Tanda, the en) of San
Jose’s acting director tor traffic op
erat ions. agreed
"Jaywalking has always been
a problem on San Carlos Street. said Linda, who graduated Iron.
SJSU.
"We’ve looked into the prof,
tern numerous times. But moving
crosswalk and a signal would not
necessarily solve the problem
"We found a lew years ago.
that when we tried a signal at the
crosswalk at Ninth Street. pedestrians were relying too much on the
signal, and the drivers of the car
were more concerned about finding
a parking space," he said.
"When we removed the signals, the pediestnans paid more attention to the cars and we had less
accidents," he said.
However. Schatz said the jay
walking and the traffic are reason,
that SJSU proposed closing San
Carlos Street.
"The president has asked for
the closure of San Carlos Street because of the concern for safety ."S chat/ said.

University police plan to issue citations to
those. who jaywalk across San Carlos Street,

Robert Airoldi Daly staff photographer
but Chief Lew Schatz said it’s not a priority ployees, including these at Seventh Street,
item. Thousands of SJSU students and ern- cross the busy thoroughfare every school day.

Engineering still looks to ’88 completion;
transplanted profs offer mixed reactions
PROJECT 88. from Imo I
Project 88. named alter the expected date of
completion, will cost approximately $38 million.
said Jay D. Pinson, dean of Engineering.
Unlike the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center, the construction or Project
is following a fast -track building plan. This allows for
construction to proceed while plans are being bid
on, reviewed and approved in sections. Pluta said.
The Rec. Center drawings were hid on, reviewed and approved before construction began,
she said. Project 88’s fast -track building saves time
:Ind money, Pluta said.
"Since matenal costs increase so often. it’s to
our advantage to place orders as early as possible,"
she said.
East -track building is also time -saving, Pluta
said, adding this is good because "we are in desperate need (or this building."

Currently. the School ol higineni pip is on
peeled, partially due to the construction. Once construction is completed, engineering will he able to
boost enrollment approximately 40 percent. Pinson
said.
Two years ago, before the ground breaking on
Project 88, Pinson said that classes would not he
disrupted due to the construction. They would only
have lobe shifted.
Peter Reishl. associate professor of Electrical
Engineering, said his classes were moved from the
Engineering Building to the Business Classrooms
Building.
Ray Chen, another associate professor of Electrical Engineering said there was a noise problem.
"List term I moved my class to the other side
of the building." he said. "Moving was really no
problem."
representative from Los Angeles -based

Drug use
unproven

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

DRUGS, front page I
executive assistant to the president.
Schatz said he is convinced there
is no drug problem within Spartan
Shops at this time.
"Our belief, and that of Spartan
Shops Services, is that there is not a
current drug problem or drug usage by
Spartan Shops personnel." he said.
Zant said he agreed with this finding.
However, several employees
identified in both letters as drug abusers expressed anger with the Spartan
it
published
Daily,
claiming
unsubstantiated rumors.
"It’s terribly unfair to all employees." one employee said. "The Spartan Daily has become another Post.
Otherwise, no comment."
"I was embarrassed, upset and
surprised it created such an uproar,"
another employee said.
"I didn’t like being falsely accused." a third employee said. "If I
could identify the letter writer. I would
sue for libel."
Still, Schatz said that the case is
not closed.
"We’re trying to develop sources
of information," he said. "If the person who wrote the letter(s) feels
strongly about the problem, please
come forward ’

Outspoken
seeks funds
from A.S.
ISI’DA I Irom page I
Box."
Boothe said it would he hard itt
turn down other special -interest groups
if A.S. approves Outspoken, and said
he questions whether funding (Nitspoken would he an appropriate expenditure
Godwin said her magazine protect deserves more consideration because it will make students critically
evaluate issues, which is more important than social activity funding, she
said.
Godwin said she will continue
proposing funds for Outspoken at A.S.
meetings. If she receives funds for the
first issue, she said she will not need
further A S. support because advertisers will back her once they see a finished product.
However, A.S. priorities this
year do not include Outspoken. said
Boothe. Housing for Spanan City residents and the establishment of a student Credit Union are the major issues
A.S. faces, he said.

Barbara Plut:i.
Design and Construction Ntanagrr

Dworsky Associates architectural firin met with
Pluta on campus yesterday logo over the drawings
and try to solve the utility problems.

THE FIRST SCHEDULED MEETINGS ARE:
Friday, January 30
DATE:
Wednesday, February 4
Monday, February 9
11:30-2:00
TIME:
PLACE:
Student Union, Costanoan Room (Top Floor)
,;,ofirm
I*617/8/tf D/VMM
.
Coffee and Snacks Served !
/’’

The results from soil tests are used to discover
how many production piles are needed. Piles are
used to hold the footings for the structure of the
building, he said.
All pile -driving is scheduled to he completed
the last week in February. weather permitting. Pluta
said.

but can’t attend class regularly?
Try our self paced learning programs in
French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Russian
and Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5
units semester. Work in lab or by
arrangement with instructor in
lab car home. Text, tapes, software.
New: Advance Spanish 101 Al RI (4-4 units)
For qualified students.
Call 277-2576
or come to
Foreign Languages at SH 219.

Maranatha Christian Fellowship

Welcomes you back!
Special Guest Speaker:

Joe Smith

Author and International Conference Speaker

Thursday, January 29th 7:30 p.m.
Guadalupe Room, Student Union
Refreshments Served

EXPAND -YOUR -HORIZON

BEAf2ESIDENTADVISOI.
Son Jose Stale I niscrsit

In 7,days
the Lord
created
heaven
and
Give us
earth.
7 days, \
and we’ll
get you
your
Guaranteed
Student Loan.
Within seven days after
Educaid receives your
correctly completed
application, your GSL check
will be on its way to you.
See your FAO and ask for
Educaid Or call us and
we’ll send you an application

Residence Life Positions

BONUS!

for

GSL’s from Educaid are not
only a lot faster, but a little

’87-’88 Academic Year
Applications available at
Orientation Meetings
Jan 27th
Jan 28th
Jan 29th

8C0 pm West Hall

3 CO pm Washburn Hall
3- pm Costanoan Rm, SU

For further information contact
the Residence Life Office at 277-2126

Learn More About:
Reclassifications
All Work -Related Complaints
The Impact of the 16 5 Million Dollars Cuts in CSU Services on You
Most employees have questions about their
employment. Today, you can ask those questions, and we
hope to give you some answers.
Over the next few weeks, CSEA Representatives Kris
Organ and Ken Grossinger will hold office hours at SJSU
to meet with you.

We are in desperate need for
this building.’
.

CAMPUS EMPLOYEES:

bigger. Educaid’s insurance
premium is less (0.75o) than
that charged by most other
California lenders (I o).
You get a little more
money to apply toward
your education.
PLEASE NOTE
I Be patient with your ftnantial ad officers
They are overworked
I Students .nth prior loans are advised to not
tro borrow
I Federal regulations prohibit lenders from
releasing GSL checks earlier than 10 days prior
to the start ol the into peried

017L, Educaid
2131 L Street. Sacramento. CA 958(6 (916) 446-1626
From Orange County IS Calif (7141 541-8101
From the Bay Area 14151 982 7667

